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The repeal of the s 11(bA) deduction 

Section 11(bA), which has been part of the fiscal landscape in South

Africa since 1 January 1982, has abruptly and without official

explanation been repealed with effect from years of assessment

commencing on or after 1 January 2012.
Prior to its repeal, s 11(bA) allowed

a deduction from income of

interest, including ‘related finance

charges’, actually incurred by a

taxpayer on any loan, advance or

credit used by him for the

acquisition, installation, erection or

construction of any machinery,

plant, building, improvements to a

building, or any pipeline,

transmission line or cable or

railway line or any airport

infrastructure to be used by him for

the purposes of his trade that had

been so incurred for a period prior

to the asset’s being brought into use 

for the purposes of the taxpayer’s

trade. 

The accumulated amount of the

s 11(bA) deduction was then

allowed in a lump-sum in the tax

year during which the asset was

brought into use for the purposes of 

the taxpayer’s trade, but was

restricted to qualifying interest and

finance charges that were not

otherwise deductible under the Act. 

The deduction did not extend to

expenditure such as administration

costs, rates and taxes and rent.

Such interest was commonly

referred to as ‘pre-production’

interest, a useful

shorthand term

connoting that the

interest was incurred

before the asset in

question was brought

into use in the

taxpayer’s trade. 

Since the general

deduction provision of 

s 11(a) permits a

deduction of

expenditure only in

relation to a trade

being carried on by

the taxpayer, pre-production

interest does not qualify for

deduction under that provision.

Moreover, pre-production interest

is of a capital nature, and on that

account too does not qualify for

deduction under s 11(a).
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The expression ‘related finance

charges’ in the now-repealed

s 11(bA) was not defined, but SARS 

in practice accepted that it referred

to raising fees in respect of a loan,

advance or credit that fell within

the scope of s 11(bA); 

The reason for the repeal of
s 11(bA)

The most likely explanation for the

repeal of s 11(bA) is that SARS has

concluded that it is superfluous and 

that the pre-production interest

that used to be deductible under

s 11(bA) is in any event deductible

under other provisions of the Act. 

It is noteworthy that pre-production 

interest is not deductible in terms of 

s 24J (which in other respects is a

mini-code on the deductibility of

interest), for s 24J(2) allows a

deduction only from income

“derived from carrying on any

trade” and is therefore not wide

enough to cover interest that is

incurred prior to the

commencement of trade. 

However, s 11A explicitly and in

general terms provides for the

deduction of expenditure and losses 

which were incurred “prior to the

commencement of and in

preparation for carrying on that

trade” and which would have been

deductible had the incurral

occurred after the commencement

of a trade. This provision is

therefore wide enough to

encompass pre-production interest.

As in the now-repealed s 11(bA),

such pre-production interest is

accumulated and becomes

deductible in a lump-sum in the

year in which trading commences.

Deductibility of premiums on key-man insurance policies

New requirements present a trap for the unwary

The loss of a key employee or director through death, disability or serious illness can have a sub-
stantially detrimental impact on the business. For this reason, “key-man” insurance is widely used
in the commercial community to provide a financial cushion should such a tragedy come to pass. 

Since it is the employer that is

taking out insurance against the

expenses and losses that may be

incurred, it is the employer who

pays the premiums. Section 11(w)

of the Income Tax Act allows the

premiums on such policies to be

claimed as a deduction and the

proceeds of a claim under such a

policy are included in the

employer’s gross income. Such

deductibility is a concession, since

the premiums might otherwise have 

been regarded as of a capital nature 

and hence not deductible.

SARS has been concerned that

some key-man insurance plans,

ostensibly designed to cover the

employer against losses, have in

reality been taken out for the

benefit of employees, in that

payouts under such policies were

immediately passed on to the

employee or surviving relatives.

The employer then claimed a

deduction for the amounts so paid,

thereby neutralising the inclusion

of the payout in the employer’s

gross income.

In order to incorporate

anti-avoidance provisions in this

regard, s 11(w) was revised in

respect of premiums on such

policies incurred on or after

1 January 2011. 

SARS has now thought fit to secure

a complete redrafting of s 11(w)

and this provision has been

replaced in its entirety in respect of

premiums incurred on or after 1

March 2012.

The newly-amended s 11(w)

In its new format, s 11(w), read

with the introductory words of s 11, 

provides for the deduction of

expenditure incurred by a taxpayer

in respect of any premiums payable

under a policy of insurance (other

than a policy of insurance solely

against an accident as defined in s 1 

of the Compensation for

Occupational Injuries and Diseases

Act 130 of 1993) of which the

taxpayer is the policyholder,

where -

· the policy relates to the death,

disablement or severe illness of

an employee or director of the

taxpayer; and 

· the expenditure on the premiums

incurred by the taxpayer is a

taxable fringe benefit in terms of

para 2(k) of the Seventh

Schedule; 

or where 

· the taxpayer is insured against

any loss by reason of the death,

disablement or severe illness of

an employee or director of the

taxpayer;

· the policy is a risk policy with no

cash value or surrender value;

· the policy is not the property of

any person other than the

taxpayer at the time of the

payment of the premium,

provided however that any
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premium paid will not be

disallowed as a deduction

by reason of the fact that

the policy is held by a

creditor of the taxpayer as

security for a debt of the

taxpayer; and

· in respect of any policy

entered into—

· on or after 1 March

2012, if the policy states 

that this provision of the 

Act applies in respect of

premiums payable under that

policy; or

· before 1 March 2012, if an

addendum to the policy states

by no later than 31 August

2012 that this provision applies 

in respect of premiums payable 

under that policy.

Notably absent from the new

provision are the explicit

anti-avoidance provisions that s

11(w) used to previously contain

which negated any deduction

where the policy was part of a

transaction, operation or scheme

designed to give benefits to the

employee or director in question,

rather than to the employer

company.

The newly-drafted provision now

provides that the premiums will be

deductible where they are a taxable

fringe benefit for the employee.

Where the premiums were not a

taxable fringe benefit for the

employee or director, it is now

clearly implicit that they will be

deductible for the employer

provided that the risks covered by

the policy are as stated in s 11(w),

that the policy has no cash or

surrender value, and that the

insured party is the employer.

As to the use of such policies as a

stratagem to provide benefits to the

employee, the director, or his

family, SARS presumably believes

that the decision in CSARS v NWK

Ltd 2011 (2) SA 67 (SCA) (which

gave a wide interpretation to the

expression “simulated transaction”

as including transactions which lack 

a “real and sensible commercial

purpose”) in combination with the

new GAAR in Part IIA of Chapter III

of the Act render specific

anti-avoidance provisions in this

context unnecessary.

The policy must now contain
an explicit statement or
addendum

For premiums incurred after 1 March

2012 to be deductible,

s 11(w)(dd)(A) requires that a policy

entered into on or after 1 March 2012 

must state explicitly that it is one to

which s 11(w) applies.

Where the policy was taken out

before that date, s 11(w)(dd)(B)

requires that the requisite

statement must be made in an

addendum to the policy and that

this must be done by no later than

31 August 2012. 

The latter requirement presents a

trap for the unwary for, by clear

implication, if that deadline for

effecting the requisite addendum to 

the policy is not met, premiums

paid after 1 March 2012 will not be

deductible and any subsequent

addendum to the policy will not

retrospectively secure their

deductibility - even if the policy in

fact satisfies the requirements

imposed by s 11(w). Every tax

consultant should be drawing this

important matter to the attention of 

clients.

There is presently no

indication as to the

nature and form of the 

required endorsement. 

It would be beneficial

for SARS to provide

comprehensive

guidance on the form

of the addendum to be 

made to pre- 1 March

2012 policies. The provision would

appear to imply that the addendum

must be a term of the policy, and not 

merely a statement added to the

policy by the employer. Clarity in

this regard would be most welcome.

The consequences of
non-compliance

The language of the amendment

makes it clear that an addendum

affixed to a pre-1 March 2012

policy after the 31 August 2012

deadline will be completely

ineffective and that premiums paid

after 1 March 2012 will then not be

deductible, for it is stated that, in

respect of “any policy entered into

… before 1 March 2012", the

requisite statement must be made

in an addendum to the policy by no

later than 31 August 2012. 

If this statutory deadline is not met,

it will apparently be necessary to

take out an entirely new policy and

ensure that it contains the requisite

statement that it is one to which s

11(w) applies. In the meantime,

any premiums that had been paid

on the old policy after 1 March

2012 will not be deductible.

If it were subsequently to come to

light that deductions have been

allowed in respect of premiums

where the statutory requirements

have not been met, SARS would be

within its rights to issue a revised

assessment, disallowing the

deductions.

The addendum requirement presents a trap for the unwary

for, if the deadline for effecting the requisite addendum to

the policy is not met, premiums paid after 1 March 2012

will not be deductible and any subsequent addendum to the

policy will not retrospectively secure their deductibility. 
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Research and development expenditure

The 150% deduction

Treasury and SARS are acutely aware of the need for South Africa to become more actively
engaged in scientific and technological innovation (to save the country having to pay exorbitant
royalties to foreigners) and have perhaps cast envious eyes over the ocean to our antipodean
cousins who have so successfully established themselves as world leaders in various specialist
areas of technological innovation.

Some research and development

expenditure probably qualifies, in

any event, for deduction under the

general deduction provisions of s

11(a), but some such expenditure

may well be of a capital nature and

therefore not deductible under that

provision; the dividing line in this

regard may be difficult to draw.

It was no doubt because of the

uncertain ambit of s 11(a) in regard 

to R & D expenditure as well as to

provide a strong fiscal and financial

incentive that s 11D of the Income

Tax was formulated to provide a

specific and generous tax allowance 

for qualifying expenditure in this

regard.

The 150% tax deduction accorded

by s 11D to qualifying expenditure

on research and development was

first introduced as from

2 November 2006, and has

undergone various amendments

since then.

Section 11D has been
redrafted in its entirety

The whole of s 11D is now to be

replaced in respect of expenditure

incurred in respect of “research and

development” (as now defined)

incurred on or after 1 April 2012

(or such later date as is determined

by the Minister of Finance) but

before 1 April 2022.

Implicitly, therefore, SARS is thus

promising that this generous

deduction will not be withdrawn

before 1 April 2022. Without some

such assurance, the deduction

would probably have been a dead

letter, as no enterprise is likely to

set up expensive infrastructure and

personnel for research and

development if the deduction rug

could be pulled out from under its

feet at any time. However, s

11D(12)(b)(iv)(bb) explicitly

contemplates that this section may

undergo “amendment” or

“adjustment”. It is regrettable that

the latter provision did not add “but 

not retrospectively and not in such

a manner as to deny the deduction

of on-going expenditure to which

the taxpayer had committed itself

prior to such amendment or

adjustment”.

The Taxation Laws Amendment Act 

no 24 of 2011 amends s 11D in

regard to the substantive aspects

contained in s 11D(1) - (10) while

the Taxation Laws Second

Amendment Act 25 of 2011 amends 

the administrative provisions

contained in s 11D(11) - (18). 

Both the substantive and the

administrative provisions are

lengthy and complex and any

taxpayer tempted by the fiscal

carrot of a 150% tax deduction

should not make any financial

commitment until professional

advisers have scrutinised the

proposed project and measured it

against the criteria and

administrative aspects of s 11D.
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The scope of qualifying R & D
projects

The clear intent of the new s 11D,

as with its soon-to-be-repealed

predecessor, is to provide for a

150% deduction in respect of

scientific and technological

research and development.

Clearly, expenditure incurred to try

to develop an AIDS vaccine will

qualify for the fiscal incentive. But

what about the development of a

new birdseed to improve the

stamina of racing pigeons? And

how are the tax rules to

differentiate between expenditure

on research aimed at developing an

improved product and the routine

quality control processes that

virtually every manufacturer

engages in? 

It is extraordinarily difficult to draw

these and other lines and to express

qualifying criteria for R & D

expenditure clearly and

unambiguously. And of course, SARS

faces great problems of monitoring

and enforcement to ensure that a

taxpayer engaged in genuinely

qualifying scientific research does not 

include the salaries of his ordinary

administrative staff as R & D

expenses.

What R & D projects will
qualify for the 150%
deduction?

As regards the over-arching

question as to what kind of research 

is worthy of the fiscal incentive,

s 11D, in both its old and its new

format, adopts the only workable

criterion: expenditure incurred in

any research and development for

the purpose of discovering scientific 

or technological knowledge or for

creating any invention that is

patentable under the Patents Act 57 

of 1978, any design that is

registrable in terms of the Designs

Act 195 of 1993, any computer

program as defined in the

Copyright Act 98 of 1978, or any

knowledge essential to such

invention, design or computer

program can potentially qualify for

the 150% deduction. 

Thus, it may seem, that expenditure 

incurred in developing a new

birdseed will indeed qualify for the

fiscal incentive, provided that it will 

be patentable.

Section 11D in its new format goes

further than its previous

incarnation and now usefully

provides for the deductibility of

expenditure incurred, not merely in 

creating anew, but in improving

any such invention, design or

computer program if the

expenditure relates to a new or

improved function, improved

performance, improved reliability

or improvement of quality in that

invention, design, computer

program or knowledge.

In order to be deductible, the

expenditure in question must be -

· actually incurred;

· by the taxpayer;

· directly and solely in respect of

research and development

undertaken in the Republic. 

The words “directly and solely” are,

it seems, intended to exclude

administrative expenses such as the 

salary of staff who are not

themselves engaged in research and 

development.

In the production of income
and in the carrying on of any
trade

In addition to satisfying the

aforegoing requirements, qualifying 

expenditure must be incurred -

· in the production of income; and

· in the carrying on of any trade.

These are of course also key

requirements for the deductibility

of expenditure under the general

deduction provisions of s 11(a), but 

it is noteworthy that, unlike s 11(a), 

expenditure is not disqualified from 

deduction under s 11D merely

because it was “of a capital nature”.

Thus, capital expenditure that

satisfies the criteria for deductibility 

in s 11D will also be deductible.

Conversely, non-capital research

and development expenditure that

fails to satisfy the criteria in s 11D

may be deductible under s 11(a) -

but of course, the incentive for a

taxpayer to bring his expenditure

under s 11D is the prospect of a

150% deduction.

The establishment and
functions of the statutory
committee

Apart from the statutory criteria,

outlined above, that must be

satisfied for the expenditure on

research and development to

qualify for the 150% deduction,

there is another significant hurdle

to be cleared by the taxpayer.

The amended s 11D provides for

the establishment of a statutory

committee which will be required

to “evaluate” taxpayers’

applications. 

Now, it could indeed make sense to

have a technical committee to

determine whether the taxpayer’s

application for approval of research

that may qualify for the 150%

deduction satisfies the criteria set

out in s 11D(1)(a) and (b), namely

that it is research directed to

discovering new scientific or

technological knowledge or

creating a patentable invention, a

registrable design or a computer

program.

But the difficulty is that s 11D(9)

says that - 

“The Minister of Science and

Technology …’must approve any

research and development being

carried on or funded for the purposes of 
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[the additional 50% deduction 

provided for in s 11D(3)]

having regard to—

(a) the innovative nature of

the research and development;

(b) the extent to which

carrying on that research and

development requires

specialised skills; and

(c) such other criteria as the

Minister of Science and

Technology in consultation

with the Minister of Finance

may prescribe by regulation.

These are additional

criteria, distinct from and

now - at the tail-end of s

11D - superimposed upon

those laid down at the

outset in s 11D(1)(a) and

(b).

It is presumably at this stage 

that the taxpayer who

proposes to engage in R & D 

to develop a new and

improved birdseed will find

that his application for

approval is turned down.

But why, he will no doubt

protest - a new, improved

birdseed will be patentable

and will therefore satisfy

the criteria in s 11D(1)(a)

and (b)? 

To which the Committee’s

answer, via the Minister

(and as foreshadowed in s

11D(9), quoted above) will

no doubt be, ‘yes, but it’s

not innovative enough’.

In short, the criteria set out

in s 11D(9) are not

objective criteria, but

involve subjective views of

committee members as to

the degree of innovation

involved in the proposed

research and the level of

“specialised skills” that it

involves.

Consequently, the opening

words of s 11D(9) which

say that the Minister “must

approve” - thereby

connoting an obligation

and apparently heralding

criteria which, if fulfilled,

will give the applicant an

absolute right to approval

of the application - are

wholly misleading. The

criteria in this sub-section

are so rubbery and

subjective that an adverse

decision will be very

difficult to challenge by

way of judicial review.

Section 11D(9) thus seems

to contemplate that the

Minister can decline to

approve an R & D

application - even though it

fulfils the earlier criteria

laid down in s 11D(1)(a)

and (b), namely that it was

aimed at creating a

patentable invention,

registrable design or a

computer program.

It is, however, significant

that s 11D(16) explicitly

provides that the Minister

must provide written

reasons for any decision to

grant or deny any

application for approval of

an R & D project. This

clearly foreshadows that an

adverse decision can be

taken on judicial review by

an unsuccessful applicant.

The criteria set out in s 11D(9) are not objective criteria,

but involve subjective views of committee members as to the

degree of innovation involved in the proposed research and

the level of “specialised skills” that it involves.

In conclusion

Expenditure on research and development is, 
inherently, an expensive gamble, with no
guarantee of worthwhile results. Without a
strong fiscal incentive, the business sector
may be disinclined to divert resources to
research and development, or may choose to
outsource it to countries where it can be
done more cheaply.

It remains to be seen how strong an incentive 
the revised s 11D turns out to be in this
regard.

It also remains to be seen whether judicial
review of a Ministerial decision to decline an
application for research that will qualify for
the 150% tax deduction turns out to be an
effective remedy for aggrieved applicants.



SARS on the information trail

We reported in an earlier issue on a decision in our High Court concerning the operation of
the provisions in a double tax agreement relating to the exchange of information, in which a
South African resident was compelled to provide information to the South African Revenue
Service that had been requested to provide assistance by the Australian Tax Office.

However, it is not only in terms of

comprehensive double tax

agreements that information may

be exchanged by or with SARS.

Almost unnoticed, two

Government Notices have been

published in the past few weeks,

notifying the conclusion of

agreements between the

Government of South Africa and

the governments of San Marino

and Guernsey for the exchange of

information relating to tax matters.

The purpose behind these

agreements is evident from the

following extract from Article 1,

which defines the scope of the

agreement:

“The Parties through their

competent authorities shall provide

assistance through exchange of

information that is foreseeably

relevant to the administration and

enforcement of the domestic laws of

the Parties concerning the taxes

covered by this Agreement,

Including information that is

foreseeably relevant to the

determination, assessment,

enforcement or collection of tax

wtth respect to persons subject to

such taxes, or to the investigation of

tax matters or the prosecution of

criminal tax matters in relation to

such persons.”

Each territory is required to

confirm that it has power to obtain 

information from:

· banks and financial institutions

(including nominees and

fiduciaries);

· companies, foundations and

other legal entities concerning

beneficial ownership of shares

(including interests in collective

investment schemes); and

participating interests; and 

· trusts with respect to settlors,

trustees and beneficiaries.

Two forms of assistance are

specifically provided for, namely,

the provision of information on

request and the entry into the

other jurisdiction to obtain

evidence.

With regard to the obtaining of

information on request, the

agreement specifies the manner in

which requests should be framed.

There are two important

safeguards incorporated into these 

provisions. The first is that the

requesting party must confirm that 

the request is in conformity with

its domestic laws and practice, and 

if the information was within its

jurisdiction, it would be able to

obtain the information under its

laws or in the normal course of its

administrative practice. The

second is a confirmation that the

requesting party has exhausted all

means available to it to obtain the

information.

With regard to entry into the other 

jurisdiction for the purpose of

interviewing persons or examining 

documentary evidence, this may

only be permitted with the prior

written consent of the persons

concerned.

The SARS website informs us that

there are a further four such

agreements which may be

expected to pass into law within

the near future and agreements

iare in various stages of

negotiation with a further fifteen

jurisdictions, many of which are

generally regarded as tax havens.

This trend is in harmony with a

growing trend in developed

nations to enter into arrangements 

with low tax jurisdictions to

enable them to follow investments

by individuals and companies in

these jurisdictions. While it is to be 

hoped that the primary objective is 

to act against the proceeds of

crime, these agreements are cause

for discomfort for South African

residents who may have

undisclosed assets in these

territories.
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primary objective is to act against the

proceeds of crime, these agreements

are cause for discomfort for South

African residents who may have

undisclosed assets in these territories.


